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Abstract 

Design of new functional polymeric materials via reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP) 

requires a subtle balance of all time scales up to high monomer conversion. It is demonstrated via several 

case studies that advanced deterministic and stochastic computer simulations are indispensable to 

identify the appropriate set of process conditions for a given targeted chain length and to map the full 

potential of a certain RDRP technique. In particular, attention is focused on the complex interplay 

between transport phenomena and chemical reactions at the micro-scale to control the monomer 

sequences and branch formation of individual macrospecies of a representative polymer sample. 
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Reversible deactivation radical polymerization (RDRP), 

which is also known as controlled radical polymerization 

(CRP), is a versatile route for the synthesis of well-defined 

polymers with predetermined average chain length and 

end-group functionality (EGF). Specialty polymers such as 

block, gradient and star copolymers can be obtained in 

contrast to conventional polymerization techniques such as 

free-radical polymerization (FRP) in which polymer 

molecules with a very heterogeneous composition are 

formed (Peklak et al. (2006) and Tobita (2010)). 

The principle of RDRP is depicted in Figure 1, 

selecting nitroxide mediated polymerization (NMP) as 

representative technique. Radicals can be deactivated by a 

mediating agent X into a dormant state RX. For well-

selected time scales, activation-growth-deactivation cycles 

are dominant and the total population of polymer 

molecules is  predominantly composed of dormant 

polymer molecules, allowing further chemical 

modification. Moreover, for a fast RDRP initiation the 

chain length distribution (CLD) is very narrow with even 

dispersities below 1.2. 
 

Figure 1. Principle of reversible deactivation 
radical polymerization (RDRP);k(d)a,p,t: rate 

coefficient for (de)activation, propagation and 
termination (Fierens et al., 2015a). 

A key challenge for RDRP synthesis remains the 

identification of the appropriate set of process conditions 



  
 

to achieve a desired degree of microstructural control (e.g. 

dispersity < 1.2; EGF > 0.90) within a limited time frame 

(e.g. < 8 hours) and this for a broad range of targeted chain 

lengths (TCLs). Ultimately it is even desirable to know the 

complete microstructure for each individual 

macromolecule. For example, block copolymer chains with 

an abrupt transition in their monomer sequences 

(AAAAABBBBB) are characterized by a different 

supramolecular behavior than polymer chains with 

gradient-like monomer sequences (AAABAABBABBB). 

In this contribution, it is shown that advanced 

computer simulations allow to strongly support the 

identification of the appropriate synthetic protocols for 

well-defined RDRP polymers in bulk and solution. Several 

case studies are included which differ in the comonomer 

pairs and the mediating agent type. 

Results and discussion 

To truly explore the potential of RDRP 

homopolymerizations Fierens et al. (2015b) recently 

calculated for the first time so-called Pareto-optimal fronts, 

which identify those dynamic process conditions allowing 

a trade-off between user-defined characteristics such as the 

dispersity and EGF. As rule of thumb it could be 

concluded that improved microstructure control is 

accompanied by higher polymerization times.  Importantly, 

diffusional limitations were systematically accounted for 

following state-of-the-art theories and RDRP-specific 

intrinsic reactivities were determined based on an 

extensive set of polymerization data (Fierens et al., 2015a). 

Model parameters common with FRP were in agreement 

with literature data (e.g. Woloszyn et al, 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.   Example of monomer sequences and 

branches for a RDRP product at high monomer 

conversion (D’hooge et al, 2015). 

 

For RDRP copolymers, starting from the work of 

Wang and Broadbelt (2009),Van Steenberge et al. (2012) 

developed advanced kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, 

allowing the visualization of monomer sequences of 

individual monomer sequences during RDRP. These 

authors subsequently introduced structural deviation 

parameters to classify unambiguously advanced 

macromolecular architectures. Benchmarking with 

experimental data is done based on average measurable 

characteristics. Respectively for block and gradient 

copolymers a block and gradient deviation index (<BD> 

and <GD>) were introduced with a zero value 

corresponding to a perfect synthesis and a value of 1 

corresponding to a worst-case scenario microstructure. 

Very recently also the location of the branches could be 

explicitly shown per copolymer macromolecule (D’hooge 

et al., 2015). A typical example is given in Figure 2. 

Conclusions 

Model-based design and a detailed kinetic analysis of 

RDRP processes has been strongly facilitated via the 

development of advanced mathematical tools, as 

demonstrated via several case studies. 
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